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Discussion and recommendations 
 

This work showed the implications and consequences of foreign branding. The recom-

mendations for companies that want to launch a new product to a new market and the 

recommendations for the country of Mexico are explained in this section. 

 

How can the brand “Mexico” be optimally used in German marketing.? 

 

Origin associations play a powerful role in the formation of attitudes and as Thakor and 

Lavack said: 

  

“Certain countries become associated with particular types of product and with percep-
tions of quality and reliability. These associations can be exploited by marketers”. 
Therefore foreign branding is one way to position or reposition a product. It is more 
flexible and effective than country-of-origin information, because brand names and 
packages can be changed easily and also are more salient than the “made in” infor-
mation (Thakor and Lavack 2003 p406) 
 

Perceptions of origins are influenced by country of corporate ownership and perceptions 

of brand quality (Thakor and Lavack 2003). VW Beetle is a German car even if it is 

made in Mexico, as Guinness is Irish even if some may be produced in London. 

 

Marketers have to take into consideration that perceived COO, COB and country of 

corporate ownership has a stronger influence than the “made-in” concept. Some prod-

ucts use a name of a place in branding to show the origin of a product. Some of them 

purposely state a place to make consumers believe it has an origin. Moreover, it is not 

important where the product comes from, neither the brand origins, what matters is con-

sumers’ perception of products’ origin. The perceived origins associations are more 

powerful than the real origins. Because products are associated with some countries, 

marketers should use advertising strategies to place the product in the perceived cultural 

location, for example a perfume from France or an ice cream from Italy. 
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Mexico is perceived as a hedonic country. For hedonic products and services some 

companies use foreign branding to take advantage of Mexico’s image, for example 

some restaurants and bars could have sombreros, skulls, cactus and more Mexican at-

tributes as part of the décor. Furthermore, marketers should keep using Mexican related 

features in the products to make them more attractive for consumers. Colors, packaging 

and branding can facilitate a Mexican look of the product, because the non-product re-

lated attributes are the most important salient cues that consumers appreciate.  

 

Mexican government and Mexican companies: 

 

Nowadays there are many reasons why nations have to manage and control their brand-

ing. Nations need to attract factories, companies and most important tourists. Nations 

can use several tools to promote a country’s image like slogans, icons, people, land-

scapes, monuments, etc. It is difficult to face a negative, diluted or damaged image, 

however it is not impossible. It is a challenge, because there is no control over environ-

mental factors like natural disasters or political turmoil, and no control over the media 

and press that may keep tourists and companies away. (Kotler and Gertner 2002) 

 

This paper is not about the Mexican internal problems but now is receiving much worse 

press than it deserves and these problems with a diluted image of the country affect the 

nation’s brand. Moreover attracting tourists and foreign investors to Mexico, without 

fixing internal problems, will lead visitors to negative word-of-mouth and may worse 

the image of the country. 

 

Jurgen Gnoth shows in his study that it is possible to “link a country as a tourism desti-

nation brand to the products and services designed for export” (Gnoth 2002 p263). 

Tourism is a hedonic product; the results of the survey illustrate the perceptions of Mex-

ico in German minds are more hedonic than utilitarian. The country has to take ad-

vantage of this situation. 

 

According to the four levels of brand extension in tourism from Gnoth (2002), Mexico 

has enough of some of these levels, but it has to develop more others. 
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The attractions are considered as the first level. This refers to landscapes, man-made 

structures, history, etc. and Mexico has all kinds of attractions. The pyramids, beaches, 

jungle, desserts, historical centers, monuments are all tourist attractions that make Mex-

ico unique as a destination to visit.  

 

The second level is all the products and services in the country. Mexico has hotels, 

tours, restaurants, regional food, souvenirs, and sport activities like scuba diving. Mexi-

co does not need to improve in this level, because it has an excessive amount of prod-

ucts and services. 

 

The support infrastructure is the third level, and unfortunately Mexico struggles in this 

level. The transportation and networks of the country could be better than they are now 

to provide a better experience in the country. Mexico would have to invest a lot in its 

infrastructure. 

 

Finally all export products are considered as the fourth level. Like Mercedes, BMW and 

Bayer, which are German products, create a leverage effect to select Germany as a tour-

ist destination. What does Mexico delivers with its image? Mexico is not seen as high-

tech country, but it is seen as a hedonic country and it has the food as a powerful tool. 

“Food is considered as a reflection of the culture of a country and its people. It is there-

fore the ideal product to offer as an attraction in a destination and has many possibilities 

to be used as a marketing tool” (Rand and Heath 2006 p207). A lot of regions in Eu-

rope, especially in France and Italy, use their food reputation for tourism promotion 

(Rand and Heath 2006). 

 

Hall (2003b:xxiii) cited by Rand and Heath (2006 p208) says that food tourism is: 

 

• “Recognized as part of the local culture, consumed by tourists; 

• An element of regional tourism promotion 

• A component of local agricultural and economic development; 

• A key element to competitive destination marketing; 
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• An indicator of globalization and localization” 

 

Food and drink products are “considered as one of the most important cultural expres-

sions of a destination” (Rand and Heath 2006 p 212). And as Carlos Gonzalez cited by 

Rodriguez (2007), director of the Institute for Mexicans Living Abroad, says "Mexican 

food gives prestige to the country, promotes its image". 

 

Mexican food products are not available in Germany. However in Germany there are 

some “Mexican Restaurants” that do not sell Mexican food and consumers are not 

aware of it. Mexico has to show what the real Mexican food is, which could be brought 

through real Mexican food products or real Mexican restaurants. Even though that the 

mail-order food market is rising, in order for Mexican food companies to sell its prod-

ucts in Germany, they should need to make an effort and not only sell for in-home 

shoppers and in specialized Mexican stores.

 

 


